
Stuck on finding the perfect Mother's Day gift? 
This year, why not consider a tech gadget that can 
make her life easier, more productive, or simply more 
fun? From headphones to travel chargers, there's a 
tech gift out there for everyone. Lets have a look at 
three fantastic options that cater to a variety of 
interests, ensuring you find the perfect present to 
show mom you care!


Questyle NHB 15 - www.questyleshop.com 
Music is a universal language, a soundtrack to our 

lives. But the headphones most of us 
have at home lack a truly immersive 
sound for our favorite tunes. The 
Questyle NHB 15 earphones are here to 
elevate what moms are listening to.


These sleek in-ear, wired headphones are all about 
sound quality. The NHB 15 packs a powerful punch 

right inside its compact design. With a built-in amp 
that delivers pure, unadulterated audio, letting 
you hear every detail the artist intended, from 
the delicate crescendos of classical symphonies 
to the driving bass lines of your favorite pop hits.


But the magic of the NHB 15 goes beyond 
technical specs. High-fidelity drivers translate 
that power into an immersive lossless 
listening experience. 
Whether you're rocking out at the 
gym, unwinding on your commute, 
or getting lost in an audiobook, 
the NHB 15 reproduces every note 

with stunning clarity and depth.


Comfort is key, especially for those 
extended listening sessions. The 
NHB 15 earphones are lightweight 
and designed for a snug, secure fit, 
ensuring fatigue-free listening no 
matter how long your playlist is. 
Offering both a USB-C or the 
3.5mm headphone jack, these 
headphones are a great gift and 
do not disappoint.


AUKEY MagFusion Z 
-www.aukey.com 

AUKEY MagFusion Z is a 3-in-1 
charger that folds up for easy 

travel but unfolds to power 
up mom's iPhone, Apple 

Watch, and AirPods all at 
once. MagSafe with Qi 2 attaches your iPhone to the 
stand for a secure, super-fast charge, while the built-
in spots handle your watch and AirPods case. 


At just 1.7mm think it is perfect for moms' travel bag, 
purse, or backpack, the MagFusion Z keeps your 
tech powered up and organized – just one wire to the 
wall outlet is all you need to get up and running.


Tiger EDGE Blender - www.tiger-corporation.com

Who doesn’t love a smoothies or a creamy frozen 
treats at home? Look no further than the Tiger Edge 
blender! This innovative kitchen appliance boasts a 
revolutionary 45-degree diagonal blade that 
pulverizes fruits, vegetables, and even ice into ultra-
smooth concoctions.


No more chunky textures, now just perfectly blended 
juices, dips, nut butters, and even hot 

soups (although heating is not a function 
of the blender itself). The Tiger Edge 
tackles tough ingredients with ease, 
thanks to its powerful motor and unique 
blade design. Plus, with ten variable 
speeds and a pulse function, mom will 
have complete control over the 
consistency of creations.


This blender is perfect for health 
enthusiasts, busy families, and anyone 
who loves to experiment in the kitchen. 
From refreshing summer drinks to 
healthy meal prep essentials, the Tiger 
Edge unlocks a world of culinary 

possibilities.
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